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Mkihakl Mrcitz, Mario V. Wütiirich, Tiibingen, Zürich

Prediction Error of the Expected Claims Development
Result in the Chain Ladder Method

1 Motivation

This work is motivated by the Swiss Solvency Test (6) (SST). Non-life insurance
companies have to determine various parameters and distributions in order to
calculate the risk bearing capital and the target capital for the SST. One central
risk driver for non-life insurance companies is the development of their claims
reserves. For the solvency test one has to estimate the first two moments of
the distribution of the claims development result (in the next accounting year).
It is then assumed that the claims development result has a shifted lognormal
distribution with parameters estimated by exactly these first two moments (see
SST [6|, Section 4.4.10 on p. 65).

Assuming that one has an unbiased estimator for the runoff liabilities, it is clear
that the expected claims development result for the next accounting year is 0.

However, since we predict future cashflows, the observations may substantially
deviate from this expected value. This deviation is measured with the help of the

second moment.
In the current version of the SST (see |6|, Section 4.4.10 on p. 65) there is no

underlying stochastic model defined for measuring this uncertainty. There is only
an instruction that the estimated variance of the claims development result needs

to have two parts, one measuring the process variance, the other one measuring
the estimation error.
Our main result of the present work (Result 4.5, below) gives a mathematical

approach for the estimation of the conditional mean square error of prediction
(MSEP) of the expected claims development result for the next accounting year.
The formula is based on Mack's classical stochastic chain ladder reserving model

(Mack [3]) and its extension to the time series framework (see Buchwalder et
al. [ 11 and Murphy |5|).

/• / The development triangles

Assume that Cij denote the cumulative payments for accident year i £ {(),...,/}
until development year j {(),...,,/}. Of course, our analysis is not restricted

Mitteilungen der .Schwei/, Aktutirveroinigung. Heft 1/2007
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to cumulative payments, but hold true for any meaning of CitJ. However, to

simplify our language we identify ChJ with cumulative payments. Moreover for
simplicity, we always assume that J I. Of course, all formulas similarly hold
true for I > J (development trapezoids).

Usually, claims development figures C'i^ are studied in loss development triangles,
which have the following structure (/ J):

accident

year i
development year j

0 1 2 3 j J
0
1

1-3

1-2
I - I

/

realizations of r.v. C\}J |

(observations)

1

I to be predicted r.v. C,
1

Assume that we are at time t /, i.e. we have observations

V, i+j <I}. (1.1)

Our goal is to estimate for every accident year i 6 {0,...,/}

E[Ci,j\VI\, (1.2)

i.e. we want to predict the (mean of the) ultimate claim Cij, given the

information T>[.

If we go one step ahead in time t, t—> t + 1, we obtain new observations on
the diagonal of our claims development rectangle. This means that at time
t + 1 I + 1 we have the following observations for accident years i < I:

T>t+1 {ChJ\ i + j<I+ 1 and i < 1} V[ U {Ctj-l+1; i < 1}
(1.3)
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accident development yeai j
yeai i 0 J 1

0

V,
I-j 1

i 1

accident

year i
development year j

J

T^l+1

Hence, we enlarge our u-algebra (r(Di) —> a(T>[¥[) and we look for a new
estimator

E[Ct,\Vl¥[\ (I 4)

at time I l The goal of this work is to set up a stochastic model such that we

are able to analy/e the fluctuations of such updated predictions

2 The chain ladder method

We study this successive prediction pioblem in the tiamewoik of the stochastic

chain-ladder model Mack |1| was the hist one to study the distribution free

stochastic model for the chain laddei reserving method In the piesent work we

focus on the time series version of the chain ladder model (see Buchwalder et

al 111 and Model IV in Murphy [5|) The time senes veision of the chain ladder

model has the advantage that it defines an explicit mechanism for generating
additional observations (see discussions in [I])

Model Assumptions 2.1 (Chain ladder time series model)

We assume that the cumulative payments in different accident years i 6 {0, 1}
are independent, and that theie exist constants fo > 0, at > 0 (/ 0, ,./-!)
such that for all I <J < J and 0 < i < I we have

Clj=/j-l CtJ-\ b <7;— I \JCi J— | £j j, (2 1)

where etJ are independent landom vauables with

E [e, j] and E [e2tJ] 1 (2 2)
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Remarks 2.2

Formula (2.1) defines an autoregressive structure (time series model) for
the reserving problem.

Observe that Model Assumptions 2.1 imply (see also (1.2)-(1.4))

i -i
E [Cltj\T>i] Ctj-l fj and

J —I — I
(2.3)j-i

E [C^IP/m] Ctl/-,+ t II h-
j=i-i+1

This means that, as soon as the chain ladder factors f3 are known, we are
able to predict the (conditionally expected) ultimate claim Cltj given the

information V[ and V[+1, respectively.

• Our Model Assumptions 2.1 satisfy the model assumptions of the Mack's
chain ladder model (see [3] and [1|).

As usual in the chain ladder algorithm, the age-to-age factors f3 are estimated as

follows:

1. At time t I (given the information V/) the chain ladder factors j) are
estimated by

1-3-1
£ Ctj+i f-j-i

f' i:=0

or—' where sj Ci'j- (2-4)
J 1=0

2. At time t I + 1 (given the information T>i+\) the chain ladder factors fj
are estimated by

J2 i-j
fl+l ,=°

/+, where (2.5)
i=0

Mack [31 has proved that these are unbiased estimators for fJt and moreover that

/"' and /"' (rri I or / + 1) are uncorrected random variables for j / / (see

Theorem 2 in [3]).
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This immediately implies that, given

(2-6)

is an unbiased estimator for E [C^Vf] with j > I — i, and given (7ti/_,+ i,

C'J1 chl.l+, • //_^ • ft1 (2.7)

is an unbiased estimator for E [CtJ\ '£>/ |-ij with j > I — i + I.

Remarks 2.3

• In the sequel we call f' and /' 1-1 best estimates for the chain ladder factor

fj given the information V/ and P/+i, respectively.

• The realizations of the estimators /,{,..., f',_, are known at time t /, but

the realizations of H,..., /J^j are unknown since C/,i,..., Ci-j+ij
are unknown.

• In the following we identify an empty product by I. For example,

<7,,,-, and i, if the product (2.6) has no

factors.

We have the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.4 Under Model Assumptions 2. i we have

a) i, f'jt\ are conditionally independent w.r.t. Vj,

h) E \}p'\v,\ _ SU^+f,
1 D[] ctj-i fi-% n' ^[f'H\vt\.c) t

Proof of Lemma 2.4. a) Given T>i, C»,/-h i fi-t C,j-, I- rr/_, • \JCtj-,
£i,f-ui >s a function (random variable) in i and for I I - i+I,..., J — I

i -i t-i-1
Ci,z 11 ]n Ci,z f i ncl f 1 2=0 2 0 ^ f -1,1 \-\

~ S1'1
~~

5/+l

7t ft ' C/-u + ai ' x/Cd-U'e^ m_ ^TTT
' Ji + TT+i " ^ ö;
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is a function (random variable) in £/_;,/+1- By our model assumptions the random
variables r+i,J are independent, hence claim a) is

proved.
b) From Model Assumptions 2.1 and (2.8) we have that

E rV+l
Jl V,

l-l-I
1=0 r W_/,(+ Jl

s[+l s?/+'

c) Follows from a) and our Model Assumptions 2.1

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4.

(2.9)

3 Claims development result

The outstanding claims liabilities at time t I for accident year i e {1,...,/}
are given by

R[ Cltj — Ctj-t, (3.1)

these are the outstanding claims payments at time I. Analogously, at time
t + 1 I + I the outstanding liabilities for accident year i are given by

(3.2)

Using the chain ladder framework (Model Assumptions 2.1), given Clt/_,,

R?'' Clj - C,,/., (t <»</), (3.3)

is an unbiased estimator for E [flf| Vj] and, given i,

R?'h' =C!y -C,, (!<(</), (3.4)

is an unbiased estimator for E V[+1].

Definition 3.1 (Claims development result)

The claims development result for accident year i e {1,...,/} in accounting

year (1,1 + 1] is given by

CDR,(J+ 1) E [Ri\Vj} - H +E [R'+l\V,n]) (3.5)

with incremental payments given by Ctii-t+1 —
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Corollary 3.2 (Best estimator) CDRfl -! I) is a T>i+\-measurable random
variable with conditional mean 0 given T>[. Moreover,

CDRt(I + 1 E [C\j\Vr} - E [Chj \Vni]

{E[ClJ-ly\\CtJ-l} -Ct,l-l+\) jQ I
J=I-l+1

/-1
'j

(3.6)

Proof. This is the martingale property of successive predictions.

Since the claims development factors fj are unknown, they are replaced by their
estimators at time / and I f- I, respectively. The observed claims development
result at time I T 1 for accident year i (the estimator of the claims development
result at time I + 1 viewed from time I) is given by (1 < i < I)

CDR,(f f I) Rf< - 4 flf'") Cltj - Ciy (3.7)

Lemma 3.3 Under Model Assumptions 2.1 the expected claims development
result in the chain ladder method for unknown claims development factors f} is

given by

(3.8)

n j * ft-*' n [s'J+i ^>+^j s'
i=i—i j=i—i+1 \ j i

Proof. The proof easily follows from the definition of the chain ladder estimator
and Lemma 2.4.

Remarks 3.4

Lemma 3.3 gives the expected claims development result (viewed from time
1 1) if we estimate the chain ladder factors f3 by their best estimators fj and

fj 1 1

at time I and at time / + I, respectively.
Observe that on the right-hand side of (3.8) we have the unknown parameters

Jj. If these are replaced by their best estimators fj at time I, the right-hand
side of (3.8) becomes 0. In this sense we have best estimates for the reserves,
but pay attention to the fact that using estimates for true parameters leads to a

bias, which says that the estimated claims reserves are not martingales. This is

in contrast to the best estimate reserves for known chain ladder factors f} (see
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Corollary 3.2). Observe, using Sj M Sj that (3.8) can be rewritten

as follows

E [CDR,(J+ 1) X>/

(3.10)

From this we see that (3.10) is 0 either when f3 — fj or if we average over fj,
since fj are unbiased, uncorrected estimates for fj.

4 Conditional prediction error in the expected claims development
result

In this section we want to study the volatility of the expected claims development
result (3.8) viewed from time t I. If we know the true chain ladder factors J),
this is simply the process variance (since future cashflows are random variables).
If the chain ladder factors fj are unknown, they are estimated by their best

estimates fj and fj hl at time I and at time /+ 1, respectively. This implies that
in addition to the process variance, we also have an estimation error. We study
the estimation error of the expected claims development result viewed from time
t I.

4.1 Single accident years

We first derive estimators for the uncertainties in the claims reserves and the

claims development result for a single accident year i. When aggregating over
accident years the calculations and estimators become slightly more complicated
(see Section 4.2, below).

Definition 4.1 (Conditional mean square error of prediction)

The conditional mean square error of prediction at time t I for the expected
claims development result of a single accident year i £ is defined as

MSEP (£ [CDR^/T 1) V,

E (CDR,(/+ I) -E [CDR,(/+ l)|p/]) V, (4.1)
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Remark. In the present work we study (as a first step) the MSEP of the expeeted
elaiins development result (3.8). In a second step, one could also study the MSEP
ol the claims development result (3.7). Here we omit these calculations, the
formulas for the claims development results (3.7) get slightly more complicated
since one has a covariance term.
As usual, the MSEP is separated into two parts: a) (conditional) process variance
and b) (conditional) estimation error. Using Corollary 3.2 we obtain:

MSEP(V; [cDR,(/+ I) Z>,]) Var(CDRt(/+ 1)|P/)

process variance

+ (e [CDR,(/+ l)|^/j)2- (4.2)

estimation error

The process variance describes the pure random part of our claims reserving
problem (since we deal with stochastic processes). The estimation error
determines the uncertainty which comes from the estimation of the "true" chain ladder
factors fj.

4.1.1 (Conditional) Process variance

We start with the study of the first term on the right-hand side of (4.2), the

process variance.

Lemma 4.2 (Conditional process variance for a single accident year)
Under Model Assumptions 2. /, the conditional process variance for the claims

development result of accident year i£ in accounting year (I, I + 1],

given the observations T>[, is given by

a2 / f2
Var(CDRt([ H) I P/) E [C^fV,]2 'V (4.3)

^i,l — i

Remarks 4.3

• An estimator for the conditional process variance is obtained by replacing
the right-hand side of (4.3) by the best estimator at time /

(A.)2
Var(CDR,(/ I 1) | D,) (4-4)
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with

p;-02 tV§c-- (4-5)

• Observe that the expression in (4.3) is the conditional process variance
for one single development/accounting year. Aggregating these expressions
over single accident years in an appropriate way leads to the well-known
formula for the process variance of the chain ladder reserves (see proof of
Theorem 3 in [31).

• Since claims in different accident years are independent, we can easily
aggregate the conditional process variance over different accident years to
obtain the conditional process variance of the claims development result
for the whole runoff portfolio,

Var(/LCDRl(^ +
S=l

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Using Model Assumptions 2.1 and Corollary 3.2 we obtain

Var(CDR1(/+ \)\V[) Var (E [Ct,j\V,\ - E [Ct,j\V, H]| V,)
Var{E[Cl,J\Vn.l]\VI)

J i

H /J2.Var(Ctl,_t+l|2?f)

j-1
n fj-o2!.,. (4.7)

J=/-»+l

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.

4.1.2 Estimation error in the expected claims development result

Now, we treat the second term on the right-hand side of (4.2), i.e. we want
to determine the volatility of the parameter estimators in the expected claims

development result for a conditional approach (Approach 3 in Buchwalder et
al. [1|). Approach 3 in [1] gives an answer to the question how one should

V<) =^v"r(CDRi(f+ 1) | V{) (4.6)
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estimate the (conditional) volatility of fj ^ • fj_, around fj_i fj_], namely
by striding the volatility of the following terms

It-. E ill B.j -i (4.8)

where Bj {Citk £ T>i\ k < j). Notice that the //s are (unconditionally) not

independent (see Mack et al. |4|), but (4.8) leads to a product structure. For
other versions to measure the estimation error we refer to Buchwalder et al. f 11

and the discussion papers by Mack et al. [4|, Gisler [2| and Venter [8|.
Notice that from Lemma 3.3 we have that

/?[cDRi(/- F 1)|P/

<7,iJ fi + fj C,. j.j
oU I

öj
(4.9)

For the calculation of the conditional estimation error, we now need to determine
the volatility of fj, since at that stage, the estimators fj of the chain ladder factors

J) are random variables. To address this source of uncertainty we proceed as usual
in statistics: Given '£>/, we generate a set of "new" observations (resampling of
the next step in the time series, given

Z,V«.J — fj- I '
I T fj I ' vHi ' e'<j '

where etj are independent and identically distributed. Observe that, given

(1 y ('0 yyL''.J-1 Zij - CtJ.
This means that we generate new observations Zij on the set 'D/. These new
observations (on the conditional structure) lead to a set of "new" realisations lor
the estimated claims development factors (since we do not want to overload the

notation, we do not introduce a new notation for these resantpled development

factors f<)

II
i-j-11

2=0

r-j-1
E E
;=<)

"fj + s!
1-3- \

E
i —0

Vj-G.in < 7 < •/ I' (4.11)
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Our goal is to study the volatility of these new observations fj given by (4.11),
conditioned on V[. Unlike the observations {; i + j < /} the observations

i+j < 1} and also the new realisations /((,••, fj_( are random variables

given the upper triangle V[. Furthermore, the observations CtJ and the random
variables eltJ are unconditionally independent. This is exactly Approach 3 in [1|
as described above, which leads to a multiplicative structure for the derivation of
an estimate for the conditional parameter error.
From (4.11) we see that the new realisations satisfy the following (averaging over
possible outcomes):

1) the estimators /d,..., /j„{ are conditionally independent w.r.t. Vj,

2) E \Jlj-1 Vi /j_ i for 1 < j < J and

3) Var (7,-i|'D0 for 1 -j-J-
Henceforth with I)—3), we estimate the (conditional) volatility of the second term
in (4.2) by (see also (4.9))

Ch-rE
j-1 J-i
n n

\.j=I — i 1

5/M f̂! + L V,

J-1

u.-.- n e (/?)'
\ 3 I-i

f2

v,

j-1
+//-• n e

j-i-i n

S' p | f C,-3J
gl+1 Jj gl+l V,

2-E
7-1

//-. //-» n
j=f-.u

?i+fj
s;+1

V,

(4.12)

In other words we average (jE j^CDRj(/ +1) T>[ ^ given the information V[,
to obtain an estimate for the (conditional) estimation error (i.e. the second term
in (4.2)). Setting

S1

— e [0, 1],
sd+i

(4.13)
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and using

L'i -j.j _ "j
S1 hl S'+l

(4.14)

(4.12) multiplied by Ctj_t becomes

n [var(/7|p,) +/f] +fj-t n H'Var(7l^)+/.
J=I-l J-1-1+1

-2-/W n h-var(/;lp0+/'j (4.15)

J=I-l( I

This last expression is equal to

n /({nj-l-i
7-1

y-' ^)!f)
i i

7-1

n
j l <n

1

nJ gi f

2 n
j=i~ »+I

"VD +,V cl
J

(4.16)

(4.16) gives the estimator for the estimation error which is in the spirit of
Buchwalder et al. [I|. This expression is simplified by the following linear

approximation: For Xj small we have

ri(^+D-i b (4.17)

Hence the expression in (4.16) is approximated by

i i

n 11«?-.//?. / i

+ E («

j=r i
a I

J=I-l+1

,2
} '

S!

j-1
n E

j=/-. I

J-I -j//,2
e't:

j /-8+l \ J
SJ

(4.18)

This leads to the following estimator for the conditional estimation error:
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Result 4.4 (Conditional estimation error estimator for a single accident year)
We have the following estimator for the conditional estimation error of the

expected claims development result for a single accident year i S {1,...,/} in

accounting year (1,1 + 1]

E (.E[CDRt(I+ 1) | 2?,])* \Vr] (4.19)

with

Kj
e?-)V (#-.)' g to,.,,V W)'/(g)'

qt+1
j=j-i+i \ °j s

(4.20)

fj and (<?|)2 were defined in (2.4) and (4.5), respectively.

4.2 Aggregated accident years

In this section we derive estimators for the uncertainties in the claims reserves
estimators and the claims development result for aggregated accident years.
Consider i g k. Using the independence of cumulative payments in different
accident years and Corollary 3.2 we obtain

MSEP (E CDR;(/-f 1) +CDRk(I+ I) V;

Var(CDR,(/+ +Var(CDRfc(/+ 1)|X>,)

+ (JS7 [cDR,(/+ l)|p/] +E [cDRfc(/+ 1)| T3f])2. (4.21)

This means that we can easily calculate the conditional process variance for
aggregated accident years. The calculation of the conditional estimation error is

more sophisticated since we use the same observations for both accident years
to estimate the ultimate claims Chj and Ck,j- For the last term in the equality
above we obtain

[e [CDR,(I+ 1)|z>,] +E [cDRfc(/+ 1)|^])2 (4.22)

(E [CDR,(/+ i)\v,^2 + (E [cDRfc(/+ 1)|®/])2

+ 2-E CDR,(/ + V, E CDRfc(/+ 1) V, (4.23)
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Henceforth, in addition to the terms obtained for the conditional estimation error
for a single accident year, we obtain a covariance term between different accident

years, which is reflected by the cross-product in the equality above. We have

E |CDR,(/ h 1) 27/

./ i

E [cDRfc(/+ 1) :vi

j-1

twi n anj-i~i+\ \~j

si
f1 + /'

gl-t I Jjrj.J

.1- I J - I

Ckj-k n f'~k' n
\j-l-k j=I-k+1 s

fl c

/H JjTJ] gl+1

(4.24)

Assume i < k, hence I - % > I - k. If we resample the observed chain ladder

factors fj analogously to the construction in Section 4.1.2, we obtain resampled
values which are conditionally independent, given T>[. Hence, for these resampled

values fj, given '£>/, we have

E
J-1 ./-I
it L n i oi+\ jj

j=I-i j=l-i+1 J

s;

' 1 /~l

ii n
j~l A; j — I - h-\-1 ^ J

yf+l J J + J J

s>-

Ci-Jj
si-

J-1

n e (/.')
i=i-

+/U

-2 • f[-

j i

n *
j l-i-\ i

s
,/-n .f' + f.. Cl-j^

3 s1*1

J -I

n *
j=I-if I

s.
-— ' -f- fr+i Jj ' J->

V,

CI-jj
3

sj+i

v,

v,
I-i-I
n h-

J=I-k
(4.25)

Observe that the first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.25) are exactly the

same as the first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.12). The expression in
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(4.25) is linearly approximated (as in Section 4.1.2) by

/-i-i ./- i

n !y FI A
j=I-k ]=l-i

rf-i/fl-i
5/-,

J-l
+ E J,J

qt hi
J=I-l+1 V °J

mi (4.26)

This leads to the following estimator for the covariance term in the conditional
estimation error. For i < k we set

E E CDR,(/+ 1) V, E CDRfe(/+ 1) V, V,

— @!,j ' Cfc,./ ' (4.27)

where A\ j was defined in (4.20). This leads to the following estimator for the

conditional mean square error of prediction for aggregated accident years:

Result 4.5 (Conditional MSEP of the expected claims development result)
We estimate the conditional MSEP for the expected claims development result in

accounting year (1,1 I- 1] by

msep(e J^CDRl{I+ 1)

1= 1

V, MSEP[E \CDRt([+ 1)

1= I

f 2 Yj C'l.J ' Cl,J ' &l,J

V,

(4.28)
i<k

with conditional MSEP of the expected claims development result of a single
accident year i { 1,..., 1} in accounting year (/,/+!] given by

MSEP E CDR .(/ + 1)| V,]) Var(CDRt(I + 1) | V,) + • Ä(tJ

(4.29)

see also (4.4) and (4.19)-(4.20).

5 Example

For the example we use the Taylor-Ashe [7] data, which was also used by Verrall

[9|, [10] and Mack [3] (cf. Table 1 in [3|).

The estimators fj for the chain ladder factors f3 show (cf. Table 2) that, on the

one hand, a large amount is paid within the first three development years, but,
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AY

0 1

development

4

period J

1 6 9

0 117848 1124788 1711U0 2218270 2741196 1110004 1466116 1606286 1811111 1901463

1 112118 12 16110 217001! U11122 1700067 4120061 1647867 4014010 1110081

2 290107 1202106 2218121 1211170 1081005 4112018 4628910 4000 H5

110608 1418818 2101047 1717147 4020020 1181982 4588268

•1 411160 I 116110 2I28U1 2807821 1402672 1871111

1 106112 11U2I7 2180711 2081712 1601712

6 140X12 1288461 2U9861 1481110

7 110480 1421128 2864408

K 176686 1161204

9 144014

Table 1: Run-off-triangle (cumulative payments)

0 1

6 7 8

1 40061

160280 11

I 71711

17716 86

1 41741

1196121

1 17181

11182 90

1 10382

11711 12

1 08627

818177

1 01187

446 62

1 07616

1147 17

I OI772

446 62

Table 2: Estimators fj and (5j)2 for the parameters J) and a], respectively.

on the other hand, the data is also longtailed, since we still observe substantial

payments in late development periods. For the estimation ot (<r8) we use t e

formula given in |3|, before Theorem 3.

Hence, using the estimates fj and (cj)2 we find estimatois £_,»=i 7?( t°r lhe

aggregated claims liabilities at t'me ' ' ant' colies|P°"^'nS
conditional errors for the expected development result in accounting year (1,1+ \

(see Table 3).

In Table 3 the process standard deviation, ^estimation error and standard error

of prediction for the expected development result in accounting year I- J

and the aggregated ultimate loss over all accident years, lespectively, are given.

The coefficient of variation Vco is always measured relative to the estimate

outstanding liabilities (reserves). Moreover, the estimates tor the prediction eirors

for the aggregated ultimate loss arc provided (they are taken from [1]).
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process std.dev. Vco \/estim. error Vco v/MSEP Vco

Dev. Result

Ultimate

18'680'856

I8'680'856

l'335'912 7.15%

t'878'292 10.05%

1'064'436 5.70%

1 "569*349 8.40%

1 *708' 123 9.14%

2'447'618 13.10%

Table 3: Process standard deviation, ^estimation error and standard error of
prediction for the expected development result and the aggregated
ultimate loss.

We observe that the coefficient of variation of the estimated expected claims

development result E |^CDRj(/+l) V[ within the time interval (1,1 + 1]

is 9.14%. This means that the uncertainty of the claims development result
relative to the total reserves is about 9% (in the chain ladder method). The total
uncertainty of the claims reserves (claims development until ultimate) is about
13%. Hence we see that the first claims development period has about the same

uncertainty as the sum of all claims development periods after time I + 1 (note
that s/2 9% » 13%).

Moreover, we obtain a split of the uncertainty into process variance and estimation
error. This is one of the crucial decompositions in the new solvency guidelines,
i.e. one needs to quantify which part of the uncertainty comes from the

randomness of our stochastic processes and which part comes from estimation

errors. Estimation errors can often be understood as an answer to the question
"how good can an actuary predict the true parameters in his model" (if we believe
in a certain model). For our example the coefficient of the estimation error (in
this chain ladder model) is about 5.7%. If we compare this value to the default
values for parameter risk given in the SST ([6], Section 8.4.6), we see that our
numerical value is within a reasonable range.

5.1 Conclusion and Outlook

We have studied the uncertainties of the expected claims development result in
the chain ladder model. For this expected claims development result we have

found two estimators for the natural decomposition of the prediction error into
(conditional) process error and (conditional) estimation error.

For future research our developments raise two interesting questions:

1) We have derived estimators for expected claims development results (3.8). In
a next step, we would like to obtain similar results for the claims development
results (3.7).
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2) Observe that the coefficient of variation of the estimation error goes to zero
the more observations we have (see (4.20)). But we all know that in practice
this is not the case, since we try to predict future cashflows with the help of
past information. Since things may always change in the future (e.g. change in

jurisdiction), we would like to have a model, where the coefficient of variation
of the parameter error is bounded below by some positive value.
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Abstract

Using the chain ladder method we estimate the total ultimate claim amounts at time I and time
I I I (successive best estimate predictions tor the ultimate claims when updating the information
from time I to time I I I) Hie claims development result is then defined to be the difference
of these two best estimators We analy/e the volatility ot this updating procedure for both the

process variance and the estimation eiroi in the parameters ot the chain ladder model

Zusammenfassung

Untei Veiwendung dei Chain Laddci Methode weiden die Schadenautwande /um Zeitpunkt I und

/um Zeitpunkt I f I geschat/t (suk/essive Best E-stimate Schätzungen fur die Schadenautwande

untei Verwendung der Information /um Zeitpunkt I resp / (- I) Das Abwicklungsergebnis
ist definiert als die ßittcien/ dieser beiden Schätzungen Wir untersuchen die Volatilität dieser

Aktualisierungspro/edui, sowohl tut die Pro/essvauan/ als auch tur den Schat/tehler mit Hilfe der

Parameter des (ham Ladder Modells

Resume

Nous estimons le montnnt total des simstres (ultimates) au temps I et au temps / f- 1 en utihsant la

methode «chain ladder» (estimations de type «best estimate» successives des simstres en actualisant
I information du temps l au temps l + I) Le result.it du developpement des simstres est dtShni

par la ditterence de ces deux estimations de type «best estimate» Nous analysons la volatihte
de ce procede d evaluation pom la vanance du processus ainsi que pour I erieui d'estimation des

parameties du modele «chain ladder»
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